To further illustrate this magic simplifier we call 'plasticity': see it as
flexibility similar to that of your own hand. What makes your hand ex-
pressive? Flowing continuous line and continuous surfaces soon continu-
ally mobile of the articulate articulated structure of the hand as a whole.
The line is seen as 'hand* line. The varying pianos seen as 'hand' surface.
Strip the hand to the separate structural identities of joined bones (post
and beam) and plasticity as an expression of the hand would disappear,
We would be then getting back to the joinings, breaks, jolts, and joints of
ancient, or 'Classic', architecture: thing to thing; feature to feature. But
plasticity is the reverse of that ancient agglomeration and is the ideal
means behind these simplified free new effects of straight line and flat
plane.
I have just said that plasticity in this sense for thirty-fivo years or more
has been the recognized aesthetic ideal for such simplification as was re-
quired by the machine to do organic work. And it is true of my own work.
As significant outline and expressive surface, this now aesthetic of
plasticity (physical continuity) is now a useful means to form the supreme
physical-body of an organic, or integral, American Architecture.
Of course, it is just as easy to cheat by simplicity as it is to cheat with
'classical' structure. So, unluckily, here again is the 'modernistic' archi-
tectural picture-maker's deadly facility for imitation at ease and again too
happy with fresh opportunity to 'fake effects'. Probably another Renais-
sance is here imminent.
Architecture is now integral architecture only when Plasticity is a
genuine expression of actual construction just as the articulate line and
surface of the hand is articulate of the structure of the hand. Arriving at
steel, I first used Continuity as actual stabilizing principle in concrete
slabs, and in the concrete ferro-block system I devised in Los Angeles.
In the form of the cantilever or as horizontal continuity this new
economy by means of tenuity is what saved the Imperial Hotel from de-
struction during the great earthquake of 1922. It did not appear in the
grammar of the building for various reasons, chiefly because the building
was to look somewhat as though it belonged to Tokio,
Later, in the new design for St. Mark's Tower, New York City, this
new working principle economized material, labour, and liberated or
liberalized space in a more developed sense. It gave to the structure the
significant outlines of remarkable stability and instead of false masonry-
mass significant outlines came out. The abstract pattern of the structure
as a complete structural-integrity of Form and Idea may bo seen fused as in
any tree but with nothing imitating a tree.
Continuity invariably realized remarkable economy of labour and build-
ing materials as well as space. Unfortunately there is yet little or no data
to use as tabulation. Tests will have to be made continually for many
years to make the record available to slide-rule engineers.
In the ancient order there was little thought of economy of materials.
The more massive the whole structure looked, the better it looked to the
ancients. But seen in the light of these new economic interior forces
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